How Students Use IntelliWriter™ for Writing Assignments

1. PLAN
   Documents often require different writing styles and structures. For help understanding the differences between a lab report, a research paper, and other writing assignments, go to the Writer's Guides. To search for resources on the topic you are writing about, use iSEEK.ai™.

2. DRAFT
   The next step is to begin drafting your document. You can follow a model in the Writer’s Guides to help you complete your draft. Keep your ideas flowing. You can trim it later, but for now, just write!

3. REVISE
   Get a second opinion. For most writers, it can be challenging to make an objective evaluation of their writing. You may consider collaborating with a trusted friend or instructor/tutor for additional feedback by Sharing your Document in IntelliWriter. Tools like Lexipedia can help expand your vocabulary and avoid redundancy!

4. EDIT
   Select the “Check My Doc” button at the top of the screen to receive a list of grammar, punctuation, and style concerns. Click “Check My Doc” each time you make a change to your document. Use the Language Dropdown in the top right-hand toolbar to receive feedback in 9 different languages.

5. STYLE & CITE
   The cite.ai® feature will alert you to text needing citation. Citation Guides are also available in the Writers’ Guides to help you properly cite your sources.